
Branding
Addressable Geo-Fencing

HOW IT WORKS:

•Provide us with physical addresses, minus the customers name, 
which are then uploaded into the platform.

•The addresses are then matched against plat line data to collect 
the exact physical location, size and shape of the individually 
matched addresses.

•The system then geo-fences each matched address to collect and 
target users specific only to that distinct address location.  If 
desired, desktop, laptop and OTT/CTV devices can also be 
targeted thru the cross device graph. 

•Audiences at every single address are update on a daily basis.







ADDRESSABLE GEOFENCING CAMPAIGNS  

Who does this make sense for?
When do I use a Curated list for clients? 
When do I use a client’s list?
How long should I run it?
What forms of delivery should I use?
How do I figure out total amount of impressions to recommend?
If running OTT/CTV and Video for addressable what is my allocation for impressions?
If running display ad campaign and am layering in a direct mail list how much should I recommend?
Can I deliver display ads to a direct mail list?
What about conversion zones?  Should I use this in addressable?
How should I put this thru in fulfillment if it is an extra campaign that is new?
How should I put this thru in fulfillment if it is just extra impressions for an existing campaign?



Advertisers can leverage Addressable Geo-Fencing via two methods:
1.  They can capitalize on existing first-party data by uploading address lists directly to the Simpli.fi platform with an average 90% 
match rate. For our calculator we will use 85% match rate….

But don’t forget about PO Box’s or Apartments.  Ask your clients to take this out!

So that’s like their CRM list, or a list they may have purchased.

2.  The second way is to Use Simpli.fi’ s Addressable Audience Curation tool to build custom addressable audiences in real-time 
using full Boolean AND/OR logic. We can curate audiences using location data and over 500 demographic variables to activate a
relevant addressable audience.









Curated List
Custom Audience vs. Pre-Built Audience (Segmented Audience)

So what might that look like? Let’s use a 
swimming pool company for today’s 
examples. We’ll call them Paula’s Pools. If 
Paula buys from the other guy, she is going to 
have to choose from one of hundreds of pre-
built audience segments. That means she’ll 
choose to target something like homeowners, 
outdoor enthusiasts, athletes, fitness, 
recreation … something that she feels 
describes her ideal audience. 

Truth is, the other guy might even have a 
pretty specific audience that Paula feels is a 
great fit. -maybe even something as specific 
as pool intenders, so okay, that’s not a bad 
way to go. 



Curated List
Custom Audience vs. Pre-Built Audience (Segmented Audience)

But with Simpli.fi, Paula can choose 
to target home owners. Then she can 
get a little pickier and ask for homes 
of a certain value or square footage. 
She might ask for home owners who 
fall into a certain income bracket or 
have a high credit score, because, 
well, her pools are kind of pricey. My 
point is, she can custom-build the 
audience that she feels is ideal for 
her products and services, and not 
be stuck with something that is pre-
built that may or may not be an ideal 
fit.



Curated List
Custom Audience vs. Pre-Built Audience (Segmented Audience)

Homes with pools is one of our audience types and 
we can EXCLUDE that from our target audience.
That isn’t something that can be accomplished with a 
pre-built audience segment. Even the most ideal 
audience segments often include people who have 
already purchased what your advertiser is selling. 
That’s why they call it an ideal audience.  

Before we leave this idea of excluding homes that 
already have pools, let’s consider that Paula doesn’t 
just sell new pools, she also services and repairs 
pools. That means we could create a completely 
separate campaign for her, with creative that is 
aimed at pool owners and her audience would be 
all green peppers. I mean all pool owners. How’s 
that for some awesome customization and an 
opportunity to sell the client campaigns that targets 
prospects for new pool sales and prospect for pool 
maintenance?



I should point out that we all get our ingredients from the same place. In fact, everybody who's doing 
addressable is using offline data providers like the credit bureaus. The difference, as usual, is that if you 
want to buy households through the other guy, then they have taken all of the data from the credit 
bureaus, and they've basically created a taxonomy of segments.



Simpli.fi’ s cross-device graph associates all of the devices in a 
household, thereby linking mobile, tablets, desktops, and 
connected TVs. This makes it easy to reach users across all of 
their devices and enables attribution for both online and offline 
conversions. 



Are they trying to enhance a current campaign?

Are they currently doing any kind of direct mail?

Is their current message in their ad, something that would benefit their CURRENT clients?

Does this client have a good mailing list of current clients?

Does it make sense to target current clients?

If they don’t do direct mail or have a client list, does it make sense to do a curated addressable campaign?
(more on this later)  

Addressable Geo-Fencing
When do I recommend this to my client?  



Branding
Addressable Geo-Fencing

BEST PRACTICES

•Make sure you are recommending enough impressions for campaign.  (see my calculator)

•Make sure you are running the campaign for at least 30 days but most likely not more than 90 days.  

•Frequency, Frequency, Frequency…If you can get more from your client for impressions, get more.  The calculator shows 
3 levels of impressions. 

•ALWAYS HAVE A CONVERSION ZONE SET UP IF IT’S POSSIBLE…

•If a client DOES NOT have a physical address (Like a service provided) have them track their jobs in the upcoming 
months by physical address to go back and check to see if those NEW JOBS where on the original list.

•Always target existing clients in these campaigns if at all possible.  



How do I price this out?  

First need to use the calculator to figure total impressions.  

Once you have total impressions for display it is $12/cpm for video/OTT/CTV try to get $40/cpm. 

Things to remember:  
1. Campaign needs to run for a minimum of 30 days.
2. Campaign most likely won’t run for more than 90 days, depending on the message
3. We do this for existing clients that are already running CAT campaigns. 
4. Addressable Geo-fencing is part of a strategy when we want to enhance a pain point for the client or 

enhance an existing campaign for a client.   

Addressable Geo-Fencing
How do I recommend a cost and length of campaign?  



ADDRESSABLE GEOFENCING CAMPAIGNS  

Who does this make sense for? Clients that are doing direct mail or want to create a more
Customized audience.
When do I use a Curated list for clients? When trying to customize an audience or enhance a campaign,
When do I use a client’s list? This is part of strategy on when to use a list like this but for sure anytime
They are doing direct mail.
How long should I run it? No more than 90 days.  Unless you are changing out the curated list on a
Regular basis.
What forms of delivery should I use?-Depends but you can use display or video/OTT/CTV
How do I figure out total amount of impressions to recommend? Impression Calculator
If running OTT/CTV and Video for addressable what is my allocation for impressions? Impression calculator
If running display ad campaign and am layering in a direct mail list how much should I recommend? ditto
Can I deliver display ads to a direct mail list? yes
What about conversion zones?  Should I use this in addressable? Depends but generally yes
How should I put this thru in fulfillment if it is an extra campaign that is new? New forms coming
How should I put this thru in fulfillment if it is just extra impressions for an existing campaign? Will walk
Thru this when it is complete



Branding 2021 Price

• Addressable using Display Ads $12/cpm- Minimum of $200 names or $900

• Addressable using Video/OTT/CTV $40/cpm- Minimum 2,000 names if direct mail list only 
• Minimum impressions for 2,000 names for Video/OTT/CTV would be 20,000 impressions or $800

Pricing to use for 2021



How Should I be using Addressable Geo-Fencing?
When a client has a good mailing list.

When a client is already doing a direct mail list

When you want to create a CURATED LIST for a specific audience that may not be in the market but would be a good candidate.  
(LET’S TAKE A LOOK AT YOUR CLIENTS?  WHO WOULD BE A GOOD CANDIDATE?)

Remember you can use either Display or Video/OTT/CTV to do Addressable Geo-Fencing:  

How do I price this?  

For Direct Mail list or curated list, get the total amount and use the AGF Calculator for recommendations & allocations. 

How do I price it?  
Our minimum cost for Addressable is going to be $900.    So basically for 2,000 names on a mailing list this will cost a 

client $900 based on the calculator…
Minimum for Video/OTT/CTV will be $900 or 20K impressions total

 Also note that you can combine a curated list and a client mailing list to get the total number of households up

Good things to know.
Notes for Addressable Geo-Fencing:


